Attardi Giuseppe
Specifying and Proving Properties of Guardians for Distributed Systems
3750
Carl Hewitt, Giuseppe Attardi and Henry Lieberman
M.I.T. (Draft) - January 1979

Attardi Giuseppe
Specifying and Proving Properties of Guardians for Distributed Systems
3708
Carl Hewitt, Giuseppe Attardi and Henry Lieberman
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Working Paper 172) - April 1972

Attardi Giuseppe
Recursive Data Types in Lisp: A Case Study in Type Driven Programming
1277
Luigia Aiello, Mario Aiello, Giuseppe Attardi, Gianfranco Prini
Instituto di Elaborazione della Informazione, Pisa, Italy

Atwood J W
Project SUE Status Report
1684
J W Atwood, B L Clark, M S Gruschow, R C Holt, J J Horning, K C Sevcik and D Ischritzis
Computer Systems Research Group University of Toronto (CSR6-11) - 5 April 1972

Augustson J Gary
An Analysis of some Graph Theoretical Cluster Techniques
320
J Gary Augustson and Jack Minker
University of Maryland (70-106) - January 1970

Austin Howard
The Logo Primer - Version 1
4402
Howard Austin
(JCS/Austin)
January 4 1975

Awards
Summary of Awards Fiscal Year 1975
4818
(JCS/Awards)
National Science Foundation - 1975

Ba N van
Semiprograms of Address Machines and their Realizations
507
N van Ba

Babonneau J Y
Segmentation automatique des programmes independamment des langages de programmation
826
M S Achard, J Y Babonneau and G Morisset
IRIA (125) - 1975

Back Ralph-Johan
Program Construction by Situation Analysis
4105
Ralph-Johan Back
Helsingin Yliopiston Laskentakeskus Computer Center, University of Helsinki (No. 6) - 1977

Back Ralph-Johan
On the Correctness of Refinement Steps in Program Development
3677
Ralph-Johan Back
Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki, Finland (Report A-1978-4) - September 1978

Back Ralph-Johan
On the Correctness of Refinement Steps in Program Development
3717
Ralph-Johan Back
Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki (Report A-1978-4) - September 1978
Backus J W
Automatic Programming Properties and Performance of Fortran 07 Systems I and II
(E5) J W Backus S 300093

Backus J W
The Syntax and Semantics of the Proposed International Algebraic Language of the Zurich AMGAMM Conference 307 IBM Corp - after 1958

Backus J W
Reduction Languages and Variable-free Programming 524

Backus John
Reduction Languages and Variable-free Programming (Abstract and Introduction) 964 John Backus

Backus John
Reduction Languages and Variable-free Programming 4411 IBM Research, Yorktown Heights, New York(RJ 1010) - April 7 1972

Backus John
Reduction Languages and Variable-free Programming 1411 IBM Research(RJ 1010) - April 7 1972

Backus John
Programming Language Semantics and Closed Applicative Languages 1412 IBM Research(RJ 1245) - July 3 1973

Bacopoulos A.
An Error Analysis for Absolute and Relative Approximation 1331 Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney - May 1977

Badel Marc
FortSim: Un systeme d'aide a l'ecriture de simulateurs en fortran 2098 IRIA Lab(No 211) - December 1976

Bauer G.
A Semi-Implicit-Mid-Point Rule for Stiff Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations 3329
Baghdadi A A
Survey of Computer Communication Loop Networks
B K Penney and A A Baghdadi
Department of Computing & Control, Imperial College of Science and Technology, London SW7(Research Report 78/42) - September 1978

Bair Robert Paul
The use of multiple associative memories in programming the growing machine
Robert Paul Bair
Univ of Pennsylvania

Baker F T
System quality through structured programming
IdM Corp

Baker Henry
Laws for Communicating Parallel Processes
Carl Hewitt and Henry Baker
Massachusetts Institute of Technology - 1976

Baker Henry
Laws for Communicating Parallel Processes
Carl Hewitt and Henry Baker
IFIP North-Holland Publishing Company - 1977

Baker Henry
Law for Communicating Parallel Processes
Carl Hewitt and Henry Baker
Massachusetts Institute of Technology(134) - December 1976

Baker R
The Relational Database System OMEGA - August 1975 Progress Report
H A Schmidt, P A Bernstein, B Arlow, R Baker and S Pozgaj
Computer Systems Research Group, University of Toronto(CSUG-72) - July 1976

Bakker J W de
A Calculus for Recursive Program Schemes
De Bakker and de Roever
Stichtung Mathematisch Centrum - February 1972

Bakker J W de
Excursive Procedures
J W de Bakker

Bakker J W de
MR 94 Axiomatics of simple assignments statements
J W de Bakker
SMC - June 1968

Bakker J W de
Problems in the theory of programming languages
J W de Bakker
Amsterdam(MR 91) - 29 August 1967

Bakker J W de
Formal definition of Algorithmic languages
J W de Bakker
Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam

Bakker J W de
Fixed Point Semantics and Dijkstra's Fundamental Invariance Theorem
J W de Bakker
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam(In 29/75) - January 1975

Bakker J W de
A Calculus for Recursive Program Schemes
J W de Bakker and W P de Roever
Bakker J.W. de
1730
Axiomatics of simple assignment statements
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (MR 131/72) - February 1972

Bakker J.W. de
595
Recursion, Induction and Symbol Manipulation
Bob I. Tron - (LS1-69-60-U2) - January 1969

Bakker J.W. de
1466
Exercises in Denotational Semantics
K.R. Apt and J.W. de Bakker
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (IM 57/76) - May 1976

Bakker J.W. de
604
Simple Recursive Program Schemes and Inductive Assertions
J.W. de Bakker and L.G.L. Heertjes
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam - December 1972

Bakker J.W. de
1427
The Fixed Point Approach in Semantics Theory and Applications
J.W. de Bakker
Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam - 1974

Bakker J.W. de
2508
Formal Definition of Algorithmic Languages
J.W. de Bakker
Mathematical Centre at Amsterdam (MR 74) - May 1965

Bakker J.W. de
1828
Correctness Proofs for Assignment Statements
J.W. de Bakker
Dept of Computer Science, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (IM 55/76) - March 1976

Bakker J.W. de
4414
Recursive Programs as Predicate Transformers
J.W. de Bakker
(JES/Bakker/June)
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (IM 53/77) - June 1977

Bakker J.W. de
4410
Termination of Nondeterministic Programs
J.W. de Bakker
(JES/Bakker)
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (IM 50/75) - October 1975

Bakker J.W. de
169
Semantics of programming languages
J.W. de Bakker

Bakker J.W. de
716
Fixed Points in Programming Theory
J.W. de Bakker
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam - 1974

Bakker J.W. de
1459
On the Semantics of PASCAL Procedures
K.R. Apt and J.W. de Bakker
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam

Bakker J.W. de
4409
Correctness Proofs for Assignment Statements
J.W. de Bakker
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (IM 55/76) - March 1976

Bakker J.W. de
1266
Termination of Nondeterministic Programs
J.W. de Bakker

Bakker J.W. de
1268
On the Completeness of the Inductive Assertion Method
J.W. de Bakker and L.G.L. Heertjes
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (IM 12/73) - December 1973
Bakker J. M. de
1195
Exercises in Denotational Semantics
K. R. Apt and J. W. de Bakker
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (IM 57/76) - May 1976

Ball Eugene
4052
Representation of Task-Specific Knowledge in a Gracefully
Interacting User Interface
Eugene Ball and Phil Hayes
Department of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon
University (CMU-CS-80-123) - April 1980

Ball G H
603
Research on Isodata Techniques
G. H. Ball and D. J. Hall
Stanford Research Institute - January 1972

Balzer Robert
4413
On the Transformational Implementation Approach to
Programming
Robert Balzer
USC INFORMATION SCIENCES INSTITUTE, CALIFORNIA - April 1976

Balzer Robert
3891
Transformational Implementation: An Example
Robert Balzer
USC INFORMATION SCIENCES INSTITUTE, CALIFORNIA - August 1979

Balzer Robert M.
1003
Automatic Programming
Robert M. Balzer
University of Southern California, Information Sciences
Institute - September 1972

Banachowski Leck
1148
Modular Properties of Programs
Leck Banachowski
(IME/Un)

Banatre J. Poiteau
3046
Conception d' un Systeme Distribue Adapte a la Compilation
J. P. Banatre, F. Kerangueven, J. Leroy, G. Paget, J. P. Routa
IRISA - December 1977

Banatre J. Poiteau
1404
Reliable resource allocation between unreliable processes
J-P Banatre and S. K. Shrivastava
University of Newcastle upon Tyne

Banatre Michel
2677
Un Systeme Conversationnel ALGOL 68 sous les systemes SAR et
Siris 7/8
Michel Banatre
IRIS (Publication Interne No. 48) - July 1976

Bancilhon Francois
3475
Update Semantics of Relational Views
Francois Bancilhon and Nicolas Spyropoulos
IRIA (Rapport de Recherche No 329) - October 1978

Bancilhon Francois
3530
The Abstraction Process in the Relational Model
Nicolas Spyropoulos and Francois Bancilhon
IRIA (Rapport de Recherche No 342) - October 1979

Bancilhon Francois
3629
Update Semantics of Relational Views
Francois Bancilhon and Nicolas Spyropoulos
IRIA (Rapport de Recherche No 329) - October 1978

Bancilhon Francois
4029
The Abstraction Process in the Relational Model
Nicolas Spyropoulos and Francois Bancilhon
IRIA (342) - January 1979
Bandat K
Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/I
2782
K. Walk, K. Alber, K. Bandat, H. Bekic, G. Chroust, V. Kudielka, P. Oliva and G. Zeisel
IBM Laboratory Vienna(TR 25.082) - 28 June 1968

Bandat K
Informal Introduction to the Abstract Syntax and
2755
Interpretation of PL/I
P. Lucas, K. Alber, K. Bandat, H. Bekic, P. Oliva, K. Walk and G. Zeisel
IBM Laboratory Vienna(TR 25.083) - 28 June 1968

Bandat K
Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/I
147
K. Walk, K. Alber, K. Bandat, H. Bekic, G. Chroust, V. Kudielka, P. Oliva and G. Zeisel
IBM Lab. Vienna - December 1967

Bandat K
Informal Introduction to the Abstract Syntax and
146
Interpretation of PL/I
P. Lucas, K. Alber, K. Bandat, H. Bekic, P. Oliva and K. Walk
IBM Lab. Vienna - 15 January 1966

Bandat K
Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/I
157
K. Walk, K. Alber, K. Bandat, H. Bekic, G. Chroust, V. Kudielka, P. Oliva and G. Zeisel
IBM Lab. Vienna - June 1968

Bandat K.
Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/I
1052
K. Walk, K. Alber, K. Bandat, H. Bekic, G. Chroust, V. Kudielka, P. Oliva and G. Zeisel
IBM Lab. Vienna(TR 25.082) - 11 December 1967

Bandat K.
Informal Introduction to the Abstract Syntax and
966
Interpretation of PL/I
P. Lucas, K. Alber, K. Bandat, H. Bekic, P. Oliva and K. Walk
IBM Lab. Vienna(TR 25.083) - 15 January 1968

Banino Jean-Serge
Synchronization for Distributed Systems using a Single
3469
Broadcast Channel
Jean-Serge Banino, Claude Kaiser and Hubert Zimmermann
IRLA(Kalmar Recherches 383) - May 1979

Banks Edwin K
Information Processing and Transmission in Cellular
3110
Automata
Edwin K. Banks
Massachusetts Institute of Technology(MAC 80-TR 81)

Banning John Phine
A Method for Determining the Side-Effects of Procedures
3615
John Phineas Banning
Computer Science Department, Stanford University(SIAM-CS-67-676) - November 1978

Barbacci M
CLAI = A LISP Processor for CLAI
3260
M. Barbacci, H. Goldberg and M. Knudsen
Carnegie-Mellon University(CMU-CS-71-103) - August 1971

Barbacci M
CLAI = A LISP Processor for CLAI
2645
M. Barbacci, H. Goldberg, M. Knudsen
Carnegie-Mellon University(CMU-CS-71-103) - August 1971

Barbacci M
CLAI : A Language to Describe Instruction Sets and Other
3263
Register Transfer Systems
Baroe D L A

Some Observations on Store-and-Forward and Circuit-Switched Data Networks
D L A Baroe
National Physical Lab(TM 36) - January 1970

Barber D L A

Experience with the use of the BS Interface in Computer Peripherals and Communication Systems
D L A Barber
Nat Physical Lab(TM 29) - October 1969

Barden John

The Information and Computing Sciences and Engineering 4443
John Barden
(JES/Computing) Case Inst of Technology, Case Western Reserve University - 1971-1972

Barnard David

Notes on Euclid
W. David Elliott and David T. Barnard
University of Toronto(technical Report CSRG-62) - July 1977

Barnes J G P

Some Comments on Tinman
J G P Barnes
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited - October 1976

Barnes J G P

An informal evaluation of RTL/2 against TINMAN
J G P Barnes
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. - October 1976

Barnes J G P

A KDF9 ALGOL list-processing scheme
J G P Barnes
The Computer Journal - July 1965

Barr Avron

Representation of Knowledge
Avron Barr and James Davidson
Computer Science Department, School of Humanities and Sciences, Stanford University(Stanford Heuristic Programming Project Memo HPP-80-3) - March 1980

Barracloough E D

The Medusa Current Awareness Experiment
E D Barracloough, A J A Hunter, A J Lovett and B N Rossiter
Computing Lab., University of Newcastle upon Tyne - October 1976

Barron D W

Assemblers and Loaders
D W Barron
MacDonald/American Elsevier Computer Monographs - 1969

Barron D W

CPL Bulletin
D W Barron
University Mathematical Laboratory, Cambridge(CPL Bulletin Number 1) - February 1964

Barron D W

Recursive Techniques in Programming
D W Barron
MacDonald Computer Monographs(SBN 956 02201 3) - 1968

Barron D W

The main-features of CPL
D W Barron, J N Buxton, D F Hartley, E Nixon and C Strachey
The Computer Journal Vol 6 No 2 - July 1963
Barron John Leonard Dialogue Organization and Structure for Interactive Information Systems

Barrow H G Tokyo-Edinburgh dialogue on robots in artificial intelligence research

Barstow David A Hypothetical Dialogue Exhibiting a Knowledge Base for a Program Understanding System

Barstow David A hypothetical dialogue exhibiting a knowledge base for a program understanding system

Bartmann Dieter Die optimale Regulierung des Kassenbestandes eines Kreditinstitutes unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Sicherheitsmotivs

Bartussek W Using Predicate Transformers to Verify the Effects of ‘Real’ Programs

Bartussek W Using Predicate Transformers to Verify the Effects of ‘Real’ Programs

Bartussek Wolfram Using Traces to Write Abstract Specifications for Software Modules

Bartussek Wolfram Proving that an implementation meets its abstract specification

Basile Victor

Bashkov I R Insight versus Algorithm: A Leader’s View

Basili Victor On Programming Languages for Graph Algorithms

Barron John Leonard Dialogue Organization and Structure for Interactive Information Systems

Barrow H G Tokyo-Edinburgh dialogue on robots in artificial intelligence research

Barstow David A Hypothetical Dialogue Exhibiting a Knowledge Base for a Program Understanding System

Barstow David A hypothetical dialogue exhibiting a knowledge base for a program understanding system

Bartmann Dieter Die optimale Regulierung des Kassenbestandes eines Kreditinstitutes unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Sicherheitsmotivs

Bartussek W Using Predicate Transformers to Verify the Effects of ‘Real’ Programs

Bartussek W Using Predicate Transformers to Verify the Effects of ‘Real’ Programs

Bartussek Wolfram Using Traces to Write Abstract Specifications for Software Modules

Bartussek Wolfram Proving that an implementation meets its abstract specification

Basile Victor

Bashkov I R Insight versus Algorithm: A Leader’s View

Basili Victor On Programming Languages for Graph Algorithms
University of Maryland(TR-158) - June 1971
Basili Victor R
SIMPL-X A Language for Writing Structured Programs
3294
Victor R Basili
University of Maryland(TR-223) - January 1973
Basili Victor R
GRAAL - A graph algorithmic language
342
Werner C Rheinboldt, Victor R Basili and Charles K Mesztienyi
University of Maryland(TR 165) - August 1971
Baskett F
The Design of a Low-cost Video Graphics Terminal
809
F Baskett and Leonard Shustek
Comp Sci Dept, Stanford University - June 1976
Baskett Forest
Queueing Network Models with Different Classes of Customers
4415
Forest Baskett and Richard R Muntz
IEEE Computer Society Conference - September 1972
Baskett Forest
The Ao Inversion Model of Program Paging Behavior
1359
Forest Baskett and Abbas Rafii
Computer Science Department, Stanford
University(Stan-CS-76-579) - November 1976
Bastin D
The stability problem of broadcast packet switching computer network
1803
G Fayolle, E Gelenbe, J Labetoulle and D Bastin
IRIA No 75 - June 1974
Basu Sanat K
Program verification by predicate transformation
1762
Sanat K Basu and Raymond I Yeh
University of Texas(SESLTC-1) - August 1974
Basu Sanat K
Strong verification of programs
2243
Sanat K Basu and Raymond I Yeh
University of Texas(SESLTR-13) - June 1975
Bates D B
Practising Science in Northern Ireland
2133
D B Bates
Nature(Vol 250 No 5499 pp 754-757) - August 30 1974
Bates Joseph Louis
A Logic for Correct Program Development
4180
Joseph Louis Bates
Department of Computer Science, Cornell(TR79-368) - August 1979
Batson A P
Unified models of pricing and scheduling with application to shared computer facilities
495
A P Batson and J G Williams
University of Virginia
Baudet G
Optimalite de l'organisation sequentiel de l'information sur un tambour de pagination
1804
G Baudet, J Boullenger and J Ferrie
IRIA(No 79) - September 1974
Bauer F L
Programming as an evolutionary process
1047
F L Bauer
Technische Universitat Munchen(7017) - 1976
Bauer F L
Towards a Wide Spectrum Language to Support Program Specification and Program Development
2093
F L Bauer, M Broy, R Gnatz, B Krieg-Bruckner, H Partsch, P
Bauer F L
Top-Down Teaching of Informatics in Secondary School
Technische Universität München (No 7502)
F L Bauer, H Petsch, P Pepper, H Mossner
TUM(THM-INF/729) - July 1977

Bauer F L
Notes on the Project CIP: Outline of a Transformation System
TUM-Institut für Informatik - Juli 1977

Bauer F L
Revised Report on the Algorithmic Language ALGOL 60
(J.E.S./Naur/1963)
Peter Naur, J W Backus, F L Bauer, J Green, C Katz, J McCarthy, A J Perlis, H Kutkehsauer, K Samuelson, B Vauquelin, J H Wegstein, A van Wijngaarden and M Woodger
Communications of the ACM (Jan 1963) - 1963

Bauer Friedrich L
Notes on the Project CIP: towards a wide spectrum language to support program development by transformations
Friedrich L Bauer, Manfred Groy, Rupert Gnatz, Wolfgang Hesse, Bernd Krieg-Brückner
TUM(THM-INF/722) - July 1977 3148

Bauer R L
A Philosophy of Programming
University of London - October 1973

Bayer R
Decentralized Concurrency Control in Distributed Database Systems
Technische Universität München (THM-18005) - April 1980
Bayer R
Decentralized Concurrency Control in Distributed Database Systems
R Bayer, K Elhardt, H Heller, A Reiser
Technische Universität München (TUM-18005) - April 1980

Bayer Rudolf
AGGREGATES: A Software Design Method and its Application to a Family of Transitive Closure Algorithms
Rudolf Bayer
Technische Universität München (7432) - September 1974

Bayer Rudolf
AGGREGATES: A Software Design Method and its Application to a Family of Transitive Closure Algorithms
Rudolf Bayer
Technische Universität München (Report No. 7432) - September 1974

Bayer Rudolf
Multilevel Storage Control in Programming Languages
Rudolf Bayer
Scientific Research Laboratories (01-82-0795) - December 1968

Bayer Wendell Terr
Recognition of topological invariants by iterative arrays
Wendell Terr Bayer

Bazilevskii Yu. Ya
The Theory of Mathematical Machines
Yu. Ya. Bazilevskii
Pergamon Press - 1963

BBN
Communications Oriented Language (Col): Language Implementation and Usage
BBN
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (R-3533) - May 1977

BBN
Communications Oriented Language (Col): Language Definition
BBN
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (R-3534) - May 1977

BCS
Algo! Association Communication No. 12
BCS
BCS (12) - 1977

BCS Specialist Group
Facts Facts Newsletter
BCS Specialist Group on Formal Aspects of Computing Science
Loughborough University of Technology - April 1980

BCS Study Group
Newsletter of the BCS Study Group on Artificial Intelligence and Simulation of Behaviour
BCS Study Group (Issue 5) - January 1968

Beck J
Similarity Grouping of Curves
J Beck

Beck J
Relation between Similarity Grouping and Perceptual Constancy
J Beck

Beckett R J
DESI - Differential Equations solved Interactively
D C S Allison and R J Beckett
Beeck Helmut

Linear Programming with Inexact Data

Helmut Beeck

Technische Universität München (TUM-ISU/830) - November 1976

Beker Catriel

An Algorithmic Approach to Normalization of Relational Databases

S. Beker

Computer Science Research Group, University of Toronto (CSRG/73) - September 1976

Bekic H

Towards a mathematical theory of processes

IBM Laboratory, Vienna (TR 25.118) - February 1971

Bekic H

An Informal Introduction to the Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/I

IBM Laboratory, Vienna (TR 25.119) - December 1974

Bekic H

A Formal Definition of a PL/I Subset: Part II

IBM Laboratory, Vienna (TR 25.139) - December 1974

Bekic H

A Formal Definition of a PL/I Subset: Part I

IBM Laboratory, Vienna (TR 25.139) - December 1974

Bekic H

Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/I

IBM Laboratory, Vienna (TR 25.139) - December 1974
Bekic H
2782    K Walk, K Alber, K Bandat, H Bekic, G Chroust, V Kudielka, P Oliva and G Zeisel
 IBM Laboratory Vienna (TR 25,082) - 28 June 1968

Bekic H
2339    An introduction to Algol 68
        H Bekic
 IBM Lab Vienna (TR 25,118) - 1 February 1971

Bekic H
147     Abstract syntax and interpretation of PL/1
        K Walk, K Alber, K Bandat, H Bekic, G Chroust, V Kudielka, P Oliva and G Zeisel
 IBM Lab Vienna - December 1967

Bekic H
148     Informal introduction to the abstract syntax and interpretation of PL/1
        P Lucas, K Alber, K Bandat, H Bekic, P Oliva and K Walk
 IBM Lab Vienna - 15 January 1968

Bekic H
1089    Towards a Mathematical Theory of Processes
        H Bekic
 IBM Laboratory Vienna (TR 25,125) - 17 December 1971

Bekic H
1052    Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/1
        K Walk, K Alber, K Bandat, H Bekic, G Chroust, V Kudielka, P Oliva and G Zeisel
 IBM Lab Vienna (TR 25,082) - 11 December 1967

Bekic H
966     Informal Introduction to the Abstract Syntax and Interpretation of PL/1
        P Lucas, L Alber, K Bandat, H Bekic, P Oliva and K Walk
 IBM Lab Vienna (TR 25,083) - 15 January 1968

Bekkers Y
2071    Types de Synchronisation et Types Abstraits Concurrentiels
 B. Beckers, Ph. Baroneau and T Muntean
 Universite de Grenoble (Research Report N. 108)

Bekkers Yves
2676    A Versatile Programmable Hardware Monitor
 Yves Bekkers and Bertrand Decouy
 I.R.I.S.A (Publication Interne No. 59)

Bekkers Yves
2301    Conception et realisation d'une machine-langage de haut niveau adaptee a L'ecriture de systemes
 Yves Bekkers, Daniel Herman and Michel Raynal
 Universite de Rennes - September 1975

Belady LA
2607    IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
        IEEE Computer Society (Vol. SE-4, No. 4) - July 1978

Belady LA
2924    Research Report - Evolving Parts and Relations - a model of system families
        L A Belady and P H Merlin
        IBM (RC 6677) - August 1977

Bell C G
3283    ISP: A Language to Describe Instruction Sets and Other Register Transfer Systems
        M Baroacci, C G Bell and A Newell
        Carnegie-Mellon University

Bell C G
1482    Cmp-A multi-mini-processor
        William A Wulf and C G Bell
        Carnegie-Mellon University
WITHDRAWN
Bennett J. M.

Australian Academic Computing and the ASIEC Report
J. M. Bennett and J. Kummerfeld
Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney,
Australia (Technical Report No. 134) - February 1978

Networking for Education and Research in the South Pacific
J. M. Bennett
Basser Dept of Computer Science, University of Sydney
- January 1974

Bennyett J. M.

Quadratic Programming and Piecewise Linear Networks with
Structural Engineering Applications
J. M. Bennett
Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney
- September 1976

Bennett J. M.

Effectiveness of Australian Tertiary Educational Training
for South East Asia over the Last Quarter Century
J. M. Bennett
Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney
- September 1976

Bennett J. M.

Computer Networking
J. M. Bennett
Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney
- March 1976

Bennett J. M.

Some Australian Experiences in the Design and Operating of
Information Retrieval Systems
J. M. Bennett
Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney
- October 1975

Bennett James

SACON: A Knowledge-Based Consultant for Structural Analysis
James Bennett, Lewis Creary, Robert Englemore and Robert
Melosh
Stanford Heuristic Programming Project, Computer Science
Department, Stanford University (STAN-CS-78-699) - September
1978

Bennett James S

Applications-oriented AI Research: Science and Mathematics
James S. Bennett, Bruce G. Buchanan, Paul R. Cohen and Fritz
Fisher
Stanford Heuristic Programming Project, Computer Science
Department, Stanford University (STAN-CS-79-756) - August
1979

Bennett James S

Applications-oriented AI Research: Education
William J. Clancey, James S. Bennett and Paul R. Cohen
Stanford Heuristic Programming Project, Computer Science
Department, Stanford University (STAN-CS-79-749) - July 1979

Bennett James S

Applications-oriented AI Research: Medicine
Vicor B. Ciesielski, James S. Bennett and Paul R. Cohen
Stanford Heuristic Programming Project, Computer Science
Department, Stanford University (STAN-CS-79-757) - August
1979


Bennett John M. Preparation, Promotion and Retrieval of Statistics and other Legal Material. Article in the journal Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney, N.S.W., Australia (Technical Report No. 120). May 1977.


Bennett K. M. Visit Report: CREST/SRC course on Distributed Databases (Sheffield, July 1979).
Bennetts R G
Synopsis for book, Algorithms for the Assessment of System
Reliability
G R Zevski and R G Bennetts
Kingston Polytechnic

Benson C T
A calculus for a certain class of word problems in groups
C T Benson and N S Mendelson

Benson David B
Parameter Passing in Nondeterministic Recursive Programs
2980
David B Benson
Computer Science Department, Washington State University(CS-77-043) - April 1978

Bentley J L
An Algorithm for Finding Best Matches in Logarithmic Time
6433
J L Bentley
Stanford University(STAN-CS-75-482) - 1975

Bentley Jan Louis
A Survey of Techniques for Fixed Radius Near Neighbor
2954
Jan Louis Bentley
Stanford University(SLAC Report No. 186) - August 1975

Bentley Jon Louis
An Alphabetic Specification of a Correct and Efficient
Transformation on Data Structures
3049
Jon Louis Bentley and Mary Shaw
Department of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon University - December 1978

Bentley Jon Louis
An Algorithm for Finding Best Matches in Logarithmic Time
1678
J L Bentley, J W Michael and R A Finkel
Stanford University(STAN-CS-73-482) - February 1975

Bentley Jon Louis
Transforming Static Data Structures to Dynamic Structures
3095
James B Saxe and Jon Louis Bentley
Department of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon University(CMU-CS-79-141) - September 1979

Bentley Jon Louis
Decomposable Searching Problems
3745
Jon Louis Bentley
Department of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon University(CMU-CS-78-145) - October 1978

Bentley Jon Louis
Abstraction and Efficiency: The Interaction of Languages and
Analysis
3933
Jon Louis Bentley and Mary Shaw
Department of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon University - September 1979

Berg E
Mercury Autocode Manual
4610
E R Brooker, B Richards, E Berg and R H Kerr
(JES/Mercury/1961) Ferranti(1964) - June 1961

Bergstra J A
Expressiveness and the Completeness of Hoare's Logic
4307
J A Bergstra and J W Tucker
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam(114 149/80) - October 1980

Bergstra J A
The Field of Algebraic Numbers Fails to Possess Even a Nice
Sound, if Relatively Incomplete, Hoare-like Logic for its
While-Programs
4308
J A Bergstra and J W Tucker
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